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BES Rehab Ltd

Welcome to BES Rehab Ltd’s One Stop Shop for Head Supports 

BES Rehab Ltd is known as the provider of quality and relevant equipment, and has always 
understood the importance of postural management. We appreciate that every client is 
different, hence the need for equipment that is not always the same from person to person. We 
do not treat equipment as commodities. Rather, we aim to bring together best of class products 
from around the world which not only promote postural support, but also provide comfort, to 
make sure that individuals get the equipment they are looking for to suit their needs. 

Even though pelvic stability is usually considered to be the most important foundation of 
good posture, it is the head that needs to be positioned correctly for most functional purposes. 
BES Rehab offers a choice of head supports depending on the client’s degree of head control 
and positioning needs. We also offer accessories for clients who need central support to keep 
their head held in position or to bring the head into midline. Our team can assist with any 
assessment necessary and recommend the appropriate solution. Within this catalogue you will 
find information about our head support systems and accessories. We proudly welcome you to 
our Head Supports Catalogue.  

Our Core Values

Integrity
We pride ourselves in providing 
world-leading products which are sold 
ethically and are of clinical value to 
our customers.

Understanding our 
Customers
Every customer has different needs, 
and we pride ourselves on being able 
to listen to those needs and support 
them by offering the right solution, 
hence our by-line ‘Supporting 
your needs.’ 

Education
We help train our customers to 
measure and assess their clients’ 
clinical needs, and therefore get the 
best from our products. We provide 
our customers with the information 
they need in order to make informed 
decisions that lead to patients getting 
the best level of care possible.

Superior Service

4 Fast turnaround for orders           4  Highly trained office and sales personnel         4  National coverage
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Once the head is positioned correctly, it is important to position the trunk region of the body in an upright posture, 
which also helps in day to day functions like blood circulation, digestion, swallowing, and breathing. Individuals with 
poor torso control and weak muscles may reach out to do daily activities, but are unable to return back to a neutral 
position, and hence it is essential that the torso is well supported with dynamic secondary supports. 

The Pelvis and Beyond

Imagine the pelvis as a large ball: it has the potential of displacement in all three axes, which can be a good thing on 
one hand as this flexibility is the body’s way of accommodating distortions elsewhere, but on the other could prove 
bad as it could cause obliquity, rotation, and anterior and posterior tilt tendencies. Hence correct assessment and the 
right pelvic positioning devices need to be used to correct the position of the pelvis. Finally, it is essential to control the 
positioning of the lower body, as this in turn can affect the balance and freedom of movement of the upper body.

While pelvic stability is usually considered to be the most important foundation of good posture, it is the head that 
needs to be positioned correctly for optimal funtion. 

The Head

Our world is built around vertical (gravity-based) axes, and horizontal axes which are at right angles to the vertical 
axes. Holding one’s head to line up with these axes, in order to maintain the orientation of the head, is important for 
many normal functions and day to day activities. Good seating should facilitate a horizontal eyeline, and for this you 
may not be able to line up other parts of the body in exactly the same plane as the head. Thus it is often important 
to position the head first before determining the placement of other components in a seating system. 

The Trunk

Positioning the head in the right place is not just an important aspect of good posture, it is also essential for carrying 
out daily functional activities including eye contact, social interaction, spacial awareness, balance, swallowing, 
digestion, breathing etc. which can each be affected if the head is not positioned correctly. 

Why is head to toe positioning important?

Head to Toe Positioning

Is my head rest/support crashworthy?

Head supports cannot be tested on their own, and there is no standard to test them against for transportation. 

The risk is around the seat, the chair, and the tie down system, from the equipment point of view, and the individual’s 
weaknesses etc from the user’s point of view. In brief, first of all the chair needs to be crashworthy, and secondly 
so do its tie downs. The use of head supports will need an individual risk assessment to be carried out, since the 
suitability will depend on the individual’s diagnosis and circumstances. There will be cases where the person will be 
better off by having the head stabilised, and others where the individual might be at greater risk. It will also greatly 
depend on the mounting system; to what the head support is mounted; how it is mounted; and also on how the 
wheelchair is transported. Overall, in many cases the individual will be better off with a head support than without 
one, but each case has to be assessed individually.
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The Difference between Head Rests, Head Supports, and Restraints 

Why is head to toe positioning important?

A head restraint as the name suggests limits the movement of the head, but in terms of crashworthiness it can 
protect against high impact accidents and whiplash. A head rest, on the other hand, is specially designed to give the 
client a cushion on which to rest the occipital area of the head. It catches the head when a chair is reclined or tilted, 
and acts as a rest when the client is tired of holding their head. A head support is mainly used to support the sub 
occipital area of the head, and is a positioning device. It helps promote feeding, digestion, swallowing, breathing, and 
eye contact, by holding and positioning the head in midline. Some head supports act as head rests for the occipital area, 
while supporting the sub occipital area of the head. Thus, yes, more than one function can be found in the one device.

Restraint, rest, or support? Are all of these 
functions possible in the one head positioning item?

Stealth Products has invested over 10 years of experience and innovation in the assistive technology market to develop 
products which make day-to-day life better for the end user, giving comfort, positioning, and functionality. BES Rehab 
Ltd has always believed in providing assistive technology, premium quality, and innovative and modern products that 
cater to every individual’s needs. BES Rehab Ltd offers a wide range of head support systems and accessories from the 
Stealth products library. 

What head control does BES offer?

APComfort Plus SeriesOB ComboFeature Ultra

Headrest/Occipital

Comfort

Washable/Interchangeable Covers

Replaceable Pad

Sub-Occipital

Facial Pad Option

Versatility

Broader Options

All Round Support

Is my head rest/support crashworthy?
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Option One: OB Head Pad

The OB pad is the simplest head pad in the Stealth range. 

It is robust and ergonomically formed to cup the occipital area 
of the head. 

It is used in situations where clients have good head control, but require 
a head pad to rest their head when tired of holding it up in midline.

Option Two: Comfort Plus Head Pad

A cushioned and comfortable head pad is essential for clients who have 
some degree of head control, but need a cushion to catch their head 
when their chair is tilted or reclined. Hence for them the most important 
feature of a head pad is Comfort. The Comfort Plus (CP) is made of a 
double foam pad, which provides excellent comfort and cushioning to 
the occipital area of the head. It provides a soft yet stable head pad 
when the client is tired of holding the head into midline. 

The Comfort Plus is easy to set-up, the pad and cover are both 
interchangeable, and the cover machine washable.  

Step 1: Select Head Pad

Code Description Length Width

OTSM250 OB Head Pad Small † 3.5” (9cm) 9.0” (23cm

OTLG150 OB Head Pad Large †   5.5” (14cm)  9.0” (23cm)

OB Head Pad

Comfort Plus Head Pad
Code Description Length Width
CPN350 Comfort Pad Niño * 4.5" (11cm) 6.0" (15cm)

CP450 Comfort Pad Small † 5.5" (14cm) 8.0" (20cm)
CP250 Comfort Pad Medium † 6.0" (15cm) 10.0" (25cm)

CP150 Comfort Pad Large † 6.0" (15cm) 14.0" (35cm)

CP550 Comfort Pad Extra Large † 6.0" (15cm) 19.0" (48cm)

Selected OB Code:

Selected Comfort Code:

 † Requires a 1” Ball on Mounting Hardware

(Facial pads extra)

 * Requires a 17mm Ball on Mounting Hardware  † Requires a 1" Ball on Mounting Hardware

L
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The Adjustable Comfort Plus (ACP) is a new variation of the original 
Comfort Plus with the added feature of angle adjustable intuitive hinges 
at the back of the head support. These hinges can be adjusted to the 
desired angle, and locked in place to the precise chosen position. 

The Adjustable Comfort Plus has a seamless double layered pad, keeping 
the angle adjustments discreet.

Code Description A B C

ACP150 Angle Adjustable 
CP Pad Large † 5.2" (13cm) 5.2" (13cm) 5.0" (13cm)

ACP550 Angle Adjustable 
CP Pad Extra Large † 5.2" (13cm) 7.0" (18cm) 6.8" (17cm)

 Adjustable Comfort Plus Head Pad

Selected Adjustable Comfort Plus Code:

Step 1: Select Head Pad

A

B

Top View

 † Requires a 1" Ball on Mounting Hardware

BC

Option Four: Adjustable Comfort Plus Head Pad

Code Description A B C

TCP505 Tri-Comfort Pad Niño X-Small † 3.7" (10cm) 3.7" (10cm) 3.0"(8cm)

TCP405 Tri-Comfort Pad Niño Small † 4.7"(12cm) 4.5"(12cm) 3.5"(9cm)

TCP305 Tri-Comfort Pad Small † 5.2"(13cm) 6.2"(16cm) 3.7"(10cm)

TCP205 Tri-Comfort Pad Medium † 5.2"(13cm) 6.5"(17cm) 5.2"(13cm)

TCP105 Tri-Comfort Pad Large † 5.2"(13cm) 8.0"(20cm) 7.2"(18cm)

Tri-Comfort Plus Head Pad

A

BC C

 † Requires a 1" Ball on Mounting Hardware

Option Three Tri-Comfort Plus Head Pad

The Tri-Comfort Plus (TCP) has 3 comfort pads built into one. 

It offers occipital support along with lateral pads that give lateral 
support to the head. It also offers multi-axis adjustability at the ball joint 
of the mounting hardware, while the lateral pads provide a degree of 
contouring to support the head.

Selected Tri-Comfort Plus Code:
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Option Five: All Positioning (AP) Head Pad

The All Positioning (AP) head pad is a combination of a head rest and 
a head support. It acts as a rest for the occipital area, and supports the 
sub-occipital area of the head. 

The head pad is made up of soft cushioning that makes it a comfortable 
head support. The AP is backed with memory metal which can be 
adjusted to shape the head support to accommodate individual support 
needs of the client. The AP is a comfortable head pad, and offers dual 
layered foam for better comfort and support. The AP is the most discreet 
and sleek head support in the Stealth range.

Option Six: Combo Head Pad

The Combo is a more customisable head pad. The Combo has similar 
features to the Adjustable Comfort Plus, but in a lower profile. Its central 
pad acts as a head rest similar to the Comfort Plus range whilst it has 
added benefits of two separate adjustable side pads which act as lateral 
supports, helping the head stay in a midline position. The lateral pads are 
adjustable, which accommodate for a wide range of head positions, thus 
providing support where needed. The lateral pads offer ca 45 degree 
lateral adjustment from a flat position. They discourage lateral flexion 
while providing lateral support to clients with low tone.

All Positioning Head Pad

Code Description Length Width
AP150 All Positioning Head Pad X Small * 7.0"(18cm) 6.0" (15cm)

AP250 All Positioning Head Pad Small * 8.0" (20cm) 6.2" (16cm)

AP350 All Positioning Head Pad Medium * 9.0" (23cm) 6.5" (17cm)
AP450 All Positioning Head Pad Large * 10.0" (25cm) 7.5" (19cm)

AP550 All Positioning Head Pad X Large * 13.0" (33cm) 8.0" (20cm)

Combo Head Pad

Selected All Positioning Code:

Selected Combo Code:

Step 1: Select Head Pad (Contd.)

 * Requires a 17mm Ball on Mounting Hardware 

Code Description
Occipital Pad Lateral Pads

Length (A) Width (B)  Length (D) Width (C)
CB315 Combo Head Pad Small * 3.2" (8cm) 5.0" (13cm) 2.8" (7cm) 3.2" (8cm)

CB305 Combo Head Pad Large *   4.0" (10cm) 5.8" (15cm) 3.5" (9cm)   4.8" (12cm)

CB325 Combo Head Pad X Large *   6.2" (16cm) 5.8" (15cm)   6.2" (16cm)   7.0" (18cm)

(Facial pad extra)

 * Requires a 17mm Ball on Mounting Hardware 

A

B

C C

D
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The Ultra Head Support System offers the greatest adjustability 
to suit complex clinical needs, in comparison with our other 
head support systems. What makes the Ultra different is a 
choice of separate occipital and sub-occipital pads which cater 
to different areas and support the needs of the head. In addition 
to the separate pads, the Ultra is compatible with a portfolio 
of accessories making it an excellent system for virtually any 
client’s needs. 

The occipital pad of the Ultra system acts as a resting spot for the 
occipital area of the head. It also acts as a posterior boundary, 
minimising hyperextension arising from high tone or reflexes. 

The sub-occipital pad of the Ultra  supports the lower area of 
the skull, and acts as hands holding the neck region, providing 

support. The sub-occipital pad provides posterior and lateral 
support for clients who require mid to moderate assistance 

in maintaining midline position.  The sub-occipital pad 
is bendable so it can be contoured specifically for each 
individual.

The Ultra can be used with all the Stealth head support 
systems which makes it the most customisable and versatile 

head support option. For example, the Ultra occipital pad can 
be combined with the low profile i2i head and neck support 

system,  wherein the occipital pad acts as a rest, and the i2i acts 
as a sub-occipital support for the head and neck.

Option Seven: Ultra Head Pad

(A) - Ultra Occipital Head Pad

First Select An Ultra Occipital Head Pad

(B) - Ultra Sub-Occitpital Head Pad

Then Select An Ultra Sub-Occipital Head Pad

Selected Ultra 
Sub-Occipital Code:

Step 1: Select Head Pad (Contd.)

L

W

L

W

Occipital 
Head Pad

Sub-Occipital 
Head Pad

Code Description Length Width

510 Ultra Head Pad XS* 2.0" (5cm) 5.0" (13cm)

530 Ultra Head Pad S* 2.5" (6cm) 4.0" (10cm)

520 Ultra Head Pad M* 3.2" (9cm) 4.0" (10cm)

500 Ultra Head Pad L* 4.2" (11cm) 7.2" (18cm)

Code Description Length Width
610 Ultra Sub-Occ Pad S* 2.5" (6cm) 6.2" (16cm)

600 Ultra Sub-Occ Pad M* 3.0" (8cm) 7.0" (18cm)

620 Ultra Sub-Occ Pad L* 2.8" (7cm) 9.5" (24cm)

Note: Occipital Pad can also be used with i2i neck support pad
* Requires a 17mm Ball on Mounting Hardware 

For Gel Pads, add G to the end of your order code

Selected Ultra 
Occipital Code:
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Stealth head pads can be used with a variety of stems depending on the wheelchair.  Different mounting stems are meant for 
different angle, height, and positioning needs. Based on the complexity of the client’s positioning needs and seating system, you 
can select the appropriate mounting stem to serve the purpose. The OB and Comfort Plus series head pads require a mounting stem 
with a 1” ball joint, except for the Comfort Plus Nino, whereas the AP, Combo and Ultra head pads require a 17mm ball joint. 

Step 2: Select Mounting Hardware 

Straight Stem with 12.8mm square tubing - Order Code: HMO400
The square stem HMO400 is standard straight mounting hardware that can be adjusted in vertical 
and horizontal planes. The head pad fixes to a ball joint that can be rotated to suit different head 
positions and angles. 

Multi-axis Stem with 12.8mm square tubing - Order Code: HMO475  
The square stem HMO475 is a mount that can be adjusted to move forward, backward, and 
on a vertical plane. This mount features a curved vertical bar that rotates to accommodate 
asymmetrical postures, and a horizontal bar that can be rotated left or right of midline to suit a 
variety of head angles. 

Link Hardware Stem with 19mm Round tubing - Order Code: TWB480
The round stem TWB480 mount features articulated links that can be added or removed to suit 
almost any posture. Inline or offset links (see step 4) may be added for a variety of head heights and 
angles. The stem includes a mounting triangle that can be rotated to accommodate asymmetrical 
postures, and a ball joint to suit head angle adjustment.

Link Hardware Stem with 12.8mm Square tubing - Order Code: TWB485
The square stem TWB485 combines the articulating links of the TWB480 and the curved bar of the 
HMO475 to create a mount that can be adjusted to suit even the most unusual of postures. The head 
pad affixes to a ball mount, which can be rotated to suit different head positions and angles.

Link Hardware Stem with 15mm Square tubing - Order Code: TWB486
The square stem TWB486 is similar to the TWB485, but with a 15mm square tubing. 

HMO400 HMO475 TWB480TWB485 TWB480-17FDM TWB486-17FDMTWB486
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Step 2: Select Mounting Hardware 

Flip Down Mount (FDM) Stem - Link Hardware with 19mm round tubing 
and flip down mount - Order Code: TWB480-FDM
The TWB480-FDM is a round stem with link hardware and a flip down hinge that allows the head 
pad to be flipped down out of the way when it is not needed, without having to demount it from 
the chair. This is unique to Stealth and helps for easy transfers without losing any adjustments. 
After being used, the mount can easily be clicked back into the original position.

Flip Down Mount (FDM) Stem - Link Hardware with 15mm square tubing and 
flip down mount - Order Code: TWB486-FDM
The TWB486-FDM has the similar benefits to the TWB485-FDM, but with a  square stem.

Step 3: Select Mounting Adapter Plates

Stealth Head Supports fit almost all wheelchairs. Specialist adapter plates are available to fit the mounting bracket to 
pre-drilled holes on specific chairs such as those produced by JCM, Jenx, Invacare, R82, Leckey and Active Design. 

Chair JCM Jenx Invacare 
REA

R82 Leckey CAS Leckey 
Mygo

Leckey 
KIT

Caps 
Lynx

CapsII MiniCaps

Code SMB-JCM SMB-JENX SMB-REA i2iBRK i2i LECKEY 
117-728

i2i LECKEY 
117-615

i2i LECKEY 
133-745

XC34/17Z XC34/18Z XC34/19Z

Select a Chair-Specific Mounting Adapter Plate (If Appropriate)

Selected Adapter Plate Code:

 Selected Mounting Hardware Code:

Ultra Mounting Hardware Order Codes - Stem: TWB480-QCRS, 
Mounting Bracket: SU980  
The mounting hardware for the Ultra System is specifically designed to accommodate for the two 
separate pads. The QCRS mounting bracket is made up of link hardware for the occipital pad and 
a straight stem for the sub-occipital pad. As the occipital region of the head has a greater surface 
area, the link hardware is designed to be adjustable so that the occipital pad can be placed correctly 
to get the right amount of surface contact. Along with the SU980 Bracket you will need a Mounting 
Hardware Stem. We recommend using the TWB480-QCRS mounting hardware stem which comes 
without links and ball to accommodate for the SU980. 

TWB480
-QCRS

SU980

  Selected Ball Joint Size (please tick):  17mm              1” 
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(B) Links 
Links are essential while setting 
the right distance of the head 
pad from the back support in our 
link-based mounting systems. 
Depending on the distance, extra 
standard or offset links can be 
added or removed. The offset link 
can be used to smooth the line and 
ensure the head support is placed 
at the shortest distance from the 
back support.

Back View
(This receives the hardware 

mounted to the back)

Front View
(This piece mounts to the 

head support)

Step 4: Select Additional Mounting Hardware

Additional Mounting Hardware Options

(A) Mounting Bracket
When you obtain a mounting 
hardware stem, a mounting bracket 
is always provided with it. The use 
of a mounting bracket is to attach 
a mounting system to the seat’s 
back support. Purchasing a spare 
mounting bracket is advisable 
when you wish to transfer your 
head support system between two 
different seats, for example. 

(C) Tone Deflector
The Tone Deflector is a great addition to any head support. It is designed for 
clients with extensive muscle tone, and acts as a great means of absorbing some 
of the energy of the head going backwards. This device absorbs quick impact 
compression and diverts angled loading. It offers 10 degree deflection of high 
tone impact in any direction. It is easy to assemble and is attached at the back of 
the head pad, making it discreet for the user. 

Code                          Description
SBM300 12.8mm Square Stem

SBM306 15mm Square Stem

SBM400 19mm Round Stem

(A) - Additional Mounting Bracket

Code                    Description
TD-100 Use with 17mm Ball Mount

TD-101 Use with 1” Ball Mounts

(C) - Tone Deflector

Code                       Description        Size
TWB-LIL Standard Link*         3” (75mm)

TWB-SOL Small Offset Link*         2” (50mm)

TWB-LOL Large Offset Link*         3” (75mm)

(B) - Additional Links

Selected Additional Mounting 
Bracket Code:

Selected  Additional 
Links Code(s):

Selected Tone Deflector Code:

* Links can only be added to the TWB range of mounting hardware 
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Code           Description
SU262 6” (15cm) †

SU260 9” (23cm) †

SU264 13” (33cm) †

SU265 18” (46cm) †

Code           Description
SUS9-E Standard for 17mm Ball*

SUNS9-E Niño for 17mm Ball*

CPS9-E Standard for 1" Ball*

Facial Pads and Rods
Facial Pads are like having supportive hands around the head where the client needs extra support to bring the head to 
a neutral position or a cushion to rest on when the head tires. To hold these facial pads in position, rods are available 
in different lengths to place the pad in the required position. These facial rods are attached through the swing away 
system and can be easily moved out of the way as and when needed, and then locked back into the original position. 

Swing away arms offer a sleek unobtrusive design while featuring an easy, one-hand release 
mechanism, for swinging away pads and switches up to a full 100 degrees. This can be important 
for convenient transfers, therapy, and fatigue issues. Swing away pads or switches can be quickly 
and easily returned and locked into their original setting. The Swing away system comprises of a 
centre mount and ear pieces. A ear piece can be mounted on each side of the swing away system 
which holds rods connected to facial pads for support, or egg switches for head controls. 

Spare Covers
Spare covers are available for the facial pads as well as for head pads. Shear Comfort™ sheepskin covers are available 
to provide superior friction reduction and pressure care. These are made of Medical Sheepskin, a certified medical 
material made from Merino-Cross wool for advanced pressure-relief and superior comfort. Certified medical sheepskin 
must have a certain fibre length, density, and thickness to ensure its unique therapeutic properties.

Size Standard foam with  
Neoprene Cover

Gel covered foam with 
Neoprene Cover

3x2” FP910 FP910G

4x2” FP900 FP900G

6x2” FP920 FP920G

6x1.5” FP930 FP930G

(D) - Facial Pads*

Note: If you order a swing away system, 
ordering a centre mount is necessary

Step 5: Create A Swing Away System

Swing Away System Options

Depth

Length

(A) - Centre Mount (C) - Rods†

*Indicate left or right if ordering only one
†Indicate left or right if different lengths

Facial Pad - Dimensions
Code Length Depth Thickness
FP900 4.5” (11cm) 2” (5cm) 1.5” (3.8cm)

FP910 3” (8cm) 2” (5cm) 1.5” (3.8cm)

FP920 6.7” (17cm) 2.3” (6cm) 2” (5cm)

FP930 6.7” (17cm) 1.7” (4cm) 2” (5cm)

(B) - ‘Ear’ Rod Mount Piece*

Select Your Centre Mount, Rod Mount Piece, Rod and Facial Pad (optional) 

Selected Facial Pad Code(s):

Selected Rod Code(s):Selected ‘Ear’ Rod Mount Piece Code:Selected ‘Ear’ Rod Mount Piece Code:

Step 4: Select Additional Mounting Hardware

(A) - Additional Mounting Bracket

(B) - Additional Links

Code           Description
SUS9-CM Standard for 17mm Ball

SUNS9-CM Niño for 17mm Ball

CPS9-CM Standard for 1" Ball

*Add SS at the end of the code if requiring a sheepskin cover 
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Code:             SUH100-61

Figure-of-8 Double Rod Mount

Select a Figure-of-8 Double rod mount if mounting two items on one side

Code:             ESEXT

(C) - Extension Cable, if required

Black Red Green Yellow Blue

ESBLK ESRED ESGRN ESYEL ESBLU

(A) - Egg Switch

Code:            ESM

(B) - Egg Switch Mount *

* Required if ordering an Egg Switch

(A) Egg Switches (B) Egg Switch Mount

Step 6: Select Additional Extras

Egg Switch

Stealth Egg Switches are very sensitive and can actuate from anywhere on the surface, with minimum force, as 
compared with other egg switches on the market. These switches are dirt resistant and can be easily cleaned. They 
provide tactical and audio feedback, and can be attached almost anywhere on the wheelchair. They are available in a 
variety of colours. An egg switch mount is needed to be able to mount your egg switch to a rod. 

Step 7: Select Additional Mounts

Figure-of-8 Mount

The Figure-of-8 Double Rod Mount is designed to provide the capability to 
mount a second rod on the one side to carry an additional pad, switch, or 
embedded speaker, on a traditional swing-away.

Selected Egg Switch Code:

Selected  Egg Switch Mount Code:

Selected Extension Cable Code:

Your Figure of-8-Double Rod Mount Code:

(C) Extension Cable
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Order your Head Support System Steps 1-7Step 6: Select Additional Extras

Step 7: Select Additional Mounts

Enter Code: 
(Tick the box if you require an SU980 if ordering an Ultra)

                                             

Ball Size:                                                                 17mm                                                                           1”

Enter Code:

4a: Enter Additional Mounting Bracket Code:

4b: Enter Additional Link Code(s): 
(Only applicable if ordering a TWB Link Stem)

4c: Enter Your Tone Deflector Code:

5a: Centre Mount Code

5b: ‘Ear’ Piece Code(s) Left: Right:

5c: Rod Code(s): (max 2 per side) Left: Left: Right: Right:

5d: Facial Pad Code(s): (max 2 per side) Left: Left: Right: Right:

Facial Pad Spare Covers: Tick your choice
N-Neoprene, SS-Shear Comfort Sheepskin Left:

N SS
Left:

N SS
Right:

N SS
Right:

N SS

6a: Egg Switch Mount(s): Left: Left: Right: Right:

6b: Egg Switch Code(s): Left: Left: Right: Right:

6c: Extension Cable Code(s): Left: Left: Right: Right:

Enter your Figure of 8 mount code(s): Left: Right:

Enter your Code: 

Spare Cover  
(Tick a box if you require a spare cover)

                                  Dartex                     Reverse Dartex  Shear Comfort Sheepskin

Step 1: Head Pad

Step 2: Mounting Hardware Stem 

Step 3: Mounting Adapter Plate

Step 5: Swing Away System

Step 6: Egg Switches

Step 7: Figure-of-8 Mount (if you are mounting more than one rod on any one side you will need a figure-of-8 mount on that side)

Step 1: Head Pad

Step 4: Additional Mounting Hardware

Std Gel

SU980

Simply follow Steps 1-7 on pages 6-14 to create your Head Support, and transfer your codes to this order form. 
Note your codes down in case you need to buy more than one Head Support.

Head Supports Pocket Booklet 
Even though pelvic stability is usually considered to be the most important 
foundation of good posture, it is the head that needs to be positioned correctly 
for most functional purposes. The BES Head Supports booklet showcases the 
full range of Stealth Head Supports, catering for clients with different degrees 
of head control and head positioning needs. Scan for

Pocket Booklet

Stealth Head Supports from BES Rehab
Order Codes and NHS Price List Pocket Booklet
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• Socialising and Communicating
Positioning problems can lead to troubles of interacting and communicating with others.

With appropriate head positioning, individuals are able to interact socially and freely

• Feeding and Swallowing
Appropriate head positioning has a direct beneficial influence on swallowing

• Maintaining a symmetrical and functional body shape
Protect against deformation of the body by counteracting gravity’s distorting forces. 

Optimise circulatory respiratory, cardiac, and digestive functions

The head can weigh 6kg or more and thus needs considerable muscular support from the neck to help keep it in place. Thus 
the head makes up a considerable proportion of the body mass - a proportion that is even higher in kids than in adults, at an 
age when full muscular strength is still being developed. Many products for the head are only headrests or devices to protect 
against whiplash. As soon as the head moves off-centre, gravity can have a major negative impact on keeping it in position. 
Imagine what the world can look like under these circumstances! 

We are trying to fight gravity which is creating these challenges. Our ultimate aim is to improve the way in which individuals view 
and interact with the world, but also how others view and interact with the same individuals. 
The most important impacts are on: 

To find out more about the i2i, please download the i2i brochure 
from our website, or use the QR Code:

Scan for i2i Brochure

Customer Service
BES Rehab Ltd
T: 0845 1300 237 / +44 (0) 1179 666 761
E: info@besrehab.net

Payment Information
We accept payment by Cheque, Visa, 
MasterCard, or Debit Card, or payment by the 
Internet from our website.

Claims
Invoices are despatched at the same time as the 
goods. All claims for non-receipt are to be made 
within seven days of invoice date. If proof of 
delivery may be required this needs to be stated 
at the time of ordering, and there may be an 
additional P&P charge for this.

Terms
Please note that all prices are quoted exclusive of:
• Carriage
• VAT
• Consultancy charges
• Fitting charges

When ordering directly from BES Rehab Ltd, 
please add £10.00+VAT per order, to cover 
postage and packaging. 

Prices are subject to change without notice. Call 
out charges of £150+VAT will be charged for 
visit or consultancy.
 
Returns
Customers must contact BES Rehab Ltd within 14 
days of the purchase date for a required return 
authorisation number. All returns are subject to 
a 15% restocking fee, plus applicable freight 
charges. A cancellation form can be downloaded 
from the catalogues section of our website.

Past Due Accounts
Past due invoices will incur finance charges of 
10% late payment surcharge and interest of 
3%per month or part of month.

Warranties
All hardware items manufactured by Stealth 
carry 5 years’ warranty; all headrests/head 
supports carry 6 months’ warranty. 
Egg Switches carry a 1 year warranty.

Limitations on Warranties
The warranties described herein do not extend 
to products that have been subject to misuse, 
accident, or tampering, nor to products that 
have been modified in any way other than that 

specifically described in the product instructions.
The foregoing warranties are in lieu of all other 
warranties expressed or implied, including without 
limitation, implied warranties of merchantability 
and fitness for a particular purpose.  
 
In no event shall BES Rehab Ltd be liable for 
any special, indirect, incidental or consequential 
losses or damages resulting from the use of the 
product, including without limitation, loss of 
anticipated profits, even if BES Rehab Ltd shall 
have been advised of the possibility of such 
potential loss or damage. BES Rehab Ltd shall 
not be liable for any loss or damage caused by 
delay in furnishing product.

BES Rehab Ltd does not authorize any 
distributor, dealer, agent, sales person or any 
third party to change the terms or coverage of 
this warranty, and any such change shall be null 
and void. This warranty is non-transferable.  
 
This warranty information is reprinted here for 
information purposes only and is subject to 
change without notice.

Terms and Conditions

Neck and Head Positioning with the i2i

RCAT708141
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